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To save mankind's future, the members of Sigma Force must make a devil's bargain as they

join forces with their most hated enemy to stop an ancient threat in this gripping adventure

from #1 New York Times bestselling author James Rollins.THE DEMON CROWNOff the coast

of Brazil, a team of scientists discovers a horror like no other, an island where all life has been

eradicated, consumed and possessed by a species beyond imagination. Before they can report

their discovery, a mysterious agency attacks the group, killing them all, save one, an

entomologist, an expert on venomous creatures, Professor Ken Matsui from Cornell

University.Strangest of all, this inexplicable threat traces back to a terrifying secret buried a

century ago beneath the National Mall: a cache of bones preserved in amber. The artifact was

hidden away by a cabal of scientists �led by Alexander Graham Bell �to protect humankind. But

they dared not destroy it, for the object also holds an astonishing promise for the future: the

very secret of life after death.Yet, nothing stays buried forever. An ancient horror �dormant in the

marrow of those preserved bones �is free once more, nursed and developed into a weapon of

incalculable strength and malignancy, ready to wreak havoc on an unsuspecting world.To stop

its spread, Commander Grayson Pierce of Sigma Force must survive a direct attack on the

island of Maui. To be there first has always been the core mission of Sigma Force, a covert

team forged to be America's front line against emerging threats. But this time, even Sigma may

not be able to decipher this deadly mystery, one that traces back to the founding of the

Smithsonian Institution.With each new discovery, the menace they hunt is changing, growing,

spreading �adapting and surviving every attempt to stop it from reconquering a world it once

ruled. And each transformation makes it stronger . . . and smarter.Running out of time and

options, Commander Grayson Pierce will be forced to make an impossible choice. To eradicate

this extinction-level threat and expose those involved, he will have to join forces with Sigma's

greatest enemy--the newly resurrected Guild �even it if means sacrificing one of his own.



MapDedicationFor Mama Carol,For all she gave to those around her,selflessly and lovingly

throughout her lifeEpigraphI cannot persuade myself that a beneficent and omnipotent God

would have designedly created the Ichneumonidae [parasitic wasps] with the express intention

of their feeding within the living bodies of caterpillars. . . .—CHARLES DARWIN, in a letter

written May 22, 1860, to botanist Asa GrayThey’re seriously misunderstood creatures.—J. K.

ROWLING, Harry Potter and the Goblet of FireNotes from the Historical RecordSigma Force

has its roots buried beneath the Smithsonian Castle, a massive and turreted red sandstone

structure built in 1849 at the edge of the National Mall. From that one venerable building, the

sprawling complex of museums, research facilities, and laboratories of the Smithsonian

Institution was born. But before all that and throughout the Civil War, this single building

housed the entirety of the Smithsonian’s collections.But where did this shining testament to

science get its true start?Oddly enough, it wasn’t an American who founded the institution, but

rather an eccentric British chemist and mineralogist named James Smithson. Upon his death in

1829, he bequeathed a half-million dollars to the United States (about twelve million in today’s

value, or roughly 1/66th of the federal budget at the time) to found “an establishment for the

increase and diffusion of knowledge among men.”Still, to this day, there remains a cloud of

mystery surrounding this benefactor. For one, James Smithson never set foot on American soil,

yet he left his fortune and a substantial mineral collection to this new nation. Furthermore,

during his life, Smithson never spoke of his intention to bequeath such a largesse upon the

United States, and oddly after his death, his nephew buried him in Genoa, Italy, rather than in

England. One of the reasons little is known about the man today is that near the end of the

Civil War, in 1865, a devastating fire broke out at the Castle. While the lower levels were

spared (only sustaining water damage), the upper levels were torched. Most of Smithson’s

handwritten papers—including his diaries and research journals—were destroyed. In that one

fiery act, the man’s lifelong work was forever lost to history.But the intrigue surrounding

Smithson didn’t end with his death. In the winter of 1903, the famous American inventor

Alexander Graham Bell traveled to Italy against the expressed wishes of the Smithsonian

Board of Regents and broke into Smithson’s grave in Genoa. He collected the man’s bones

into a zinc coffin and fled back to the United States aboard a steamship. Upon his return, Bell

interred Smithson’s remains at the Castle, where they remain today.So why did the inventor of

the telephone defy the wishes of his fellow Smithsonian board members to secure Smithson’s

body in such a harried manner? Was it merely, as claimed by most, that Smithson’s grave was

being threatened by the expansion of a neighboring Italian quarry? Or was there something

more going on concerning the eccentric James Smithson—first, his out-of-the-blue donation,

then the mysterious fire that destroyed his heritage, and finally the strange journey by

Alexander Graham Bell to secure his bones?For the shocking truth about a dark American

secret, keep reading . . .Notes from the Scientific RecordPalaeovespa florissantia, a paper

wasp that lived 34 million years ago. Image credit: National Park ServiceWhat’s the deadliest

animal on the planet? Let’s take score. Sharks kill about six people a year, while lions account

for roughly twenty-two deaths. Surprisingly, attacks from elephants cause five hundred fatalities

each year. Snakebites double that number with a thousand deaths annually. We humans, of

course, outdo that considerably by slaughtering four hundred thousand of one another every

year. But the true assassin of the animal world is much smaller and far deadlier. Namely, the

lowly mosquito. As vectors for a slew of diseases—malaria, yellow fever, West Nile, and now

Zika—these flying bloodsuckers alone account for more than a million deaths each year. In



fact, mosquito bites are the leading cause of mortality in children under five.Still, other tiny

beasts also vie with the mosquito for this deadly crown. Tsetse flies cause ten thousand deaths

each year. The aptly named assassin bug (Reduviidae) does a bit better with twelve thousand.

Ultimately, some insect will kill one person out of sixty every year.Why is this important? It

serves as a cautionary reminder that we are not living in the Age of Man, but rather—as has

been true for more than 400 million years—in the Age of Insects. While humans have been on

this planet for a paltry 300,000 years, insects existed eons before the dinosaurs, multiplying

and spreading, filling every environmental niche. In fact, it is now hypothesized that insects

contributed—if not led—to the extinction of the dinosaurs. How? From analysis of recent fossil

records, it has been discovered that these tiny predators attacked those lumbering saurians

while they were compromised and weakened by the climatic changes at the end of the

Cretaceous Period, contributing significantly to their demise through predation, disease

transmission, and sickness. At that opportune moment in prehistory, insects took advantage to

finally rid the planet of their main competitor for all those new plants and flowers—and in one

fell swoop, ended the Age of Dinosaurs.Which, of course, begs the question concerning the

insect’s latest competitor for the earth’s dwindling natural resources: Could we be their next

target?ContentsCoverTitle PageMapDedicationEpigraphNotes from the Historical RecordNotes
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CETDecember 31, 1903Genoa, ItalyWith time weighing heavily upon its passengers, the

carriage climbed recklessly up from the snow-swept city of Genoa. It jolted hard around a

sharp twist in the narrow street.Seated in the back, Alexander Graham Bell groaned. He was

still recuperating from a fever following the transatlantic voyage with his wife. To make matters

worse, upon arriving in Italy two weeks ago, nothing had gone smoothly. At every turn, Italian

authorities thwarted his plans to secure the remains of James Smithson, the man who had

founded the Smithsonian Institution. To facilitate this bit of grave robbing, he had been forced to

act as both spy and ambassador, doling out bribes and deceit in equal measure. It was a game

for a much younger fellow, not a man in his midfifties. The stress had taken its toll.His wife

clutched his wrist. “Alec, perhaps we should ask the driver to slow down.”He patted her hand.

“No, Mabel, the weather is turning. And the French are breathing hotly down our necks. It’s now

or never.”Three days ago, just as he had secured all the proper permits, some distant French

relatives of Smithson had wormed out of the woodwork to stake a claim on his body, little

knowing what truly was at stake. Before this French roadblock could become entrenched, he

had argued with Italian authorities that since Smithson had left the entirety of his estate to the

United States, such an endowment must surely encompass his very body. He solidified his

position with fistfuls of lire plied into the right hands, while at the same time categorically

declaring—falsely—that President Theodore Roosevelt supported his mission.Though he had

prevailed in this subterfuge, he could not count on it lasting much longer.It’s indeed now or

never.He placed a palm over his breast pocket, where a fragment of paper was folded, its



edges still charred.Mabel noted his hand. “Do you believe it could still be there? In his grave,

buried with his body?”“We have to be sure. Someone came close to destroying this secret half

a century ago. We can’t let the Italians finish the job.”In 1829, James Smithson was buried by

his nephew in a small cemetery atop a seaside promontory in Genoa. At the time, the

graveyard was owned by the British, but the Italians had retained a claim to the ground

beneath it. Over the past few years, a neighboring quarry had been slowly eating its way

through this hill, and now the company wanted to take it all down, including the cemetery.Upon

learning of the threat to the bones of the founder of the Smithsonian, the museum’s board of

regents had debated whether to rescue those remains before they were blasted into the sea. It

was during that time that an old letter came into Alexander’s possession. It was written by the

Smithsonian Institution’s first secretary, Joseph Henry, the man who oversaw the building of the

Castle and who would eventually die within its walls.“Henry was no fool,” he mumbled to

himself, stroking his thick beard.“I know how much you admired him,” Mabel consoled. “And

valued his friendship.”He nodded.Enough to follow his instructions to this gravesite in Italy.In

the letter written the year before his death, Henry told a tale that traced back to the Civil War,

when the tides were turning against the South. Henry had come upon a strange notation in one

of Smithson’s old diaries. He only stumbled upon it because he had been seeking additional

documentation concerning Smithson’s endowment, trying to discern why the man was so

generous to a country he had never even visited. During that inquiry, he came across a single

exception to the estate, something not bequeathed to the United States. While the man’s entire

mineral collection—his lifetime work—was preserved at the Castle, one artifact was held back.

It was an object that Smithson ordered his nephew to bury with his body upon his death.The

oddity drew Henry’s interest, enough for him to diligently search the man’s journals and diaries.

He eventually found one reference to it, to something Smithson called The Demon Crown.

Smithson expressed regret at unearthing it during a trip to a salt mine near the Baltic Sea. He

claimed it could free something horrific.“‘The very hordes of Hell upon this World . . .’”

Alexander whispered, quoting from a page of Smithson’s diary.“Do you truly believe that’s

possible?” Mabel asked.“Somebody believed it enough during the Civil War to try to burn the

Smithsonian to the ground.”Or so Henry had thought.Upon discovering Smithson’s secret,

Henry had discussed it with some fellow board members, even wondering aloud if this artifact

might be used as some form of weapon. Then three days later, the mysterious fire broke out at

the Castle, which seemed to specifically target Smithson’s heritage, both his papers and his

mineral collection.From the timing of this act, Henry suspected someone at the Smithsonian

had betrayed his fears to the Confederacy. Luckily, Henry had kept Smithson’s journal that

referenced the artifact in his own office, so it had been spared the worst of the flames, though

the cover was charred and sections lost. Still, Henry decided it best to keep this recovery under

wraps, informing only a trusted circle of allies. The group formed a covert cabal within the

museum, and over the passing years, they were entrusted with the Smithsonian’s darkest

secrets, information often kept even from the president.One example of that was the

mysterious symbol discovered tattooed upon the wrist of a scoundrel whom Henry finally

connected to the fire. The man died before he could be questioned, slicing his own throat with

a dagger. Henry had sketched a copy of that symbol in his letter, serving as a warning for

future generations.It looked like a variant of the masonic symbol, but no one knew what group

this particular incarnation represented. Decades later, when Smithson’s grave was threatened,

Henry’s group approached Alexander and showed him Henry’s letter. They recruited him to

their cause, knowing it would take someone of his prominence and notoriety to pull off this bit

of skullduggery on Italian soil.Though Alexander was not sure what he would find—if anything



—in Smithson’s grave, he had agreed to undertake this task, even using his own money to

finance the mission. No matter the outcome, he couldn’t refuse.I owe it to Henry.The carriage

bumped around the last turn and reached the summit of the promontory. The vantage offered a

wide view across Genoa to its harbor, which was crowded with coal-laden winter barges, so

many that it looked as if you could cross the bay by hopping from one to the other. Closer at

hand, the small cemetery beckoned, surrounded by white walls crowned with shards of broken

glass.“Are we too late?” Mabel asked.He understood her concern. A corner of the cemetery

was already gone, tumbled away into the neighboring marble quarry. As Alexander climbed out

of the carriage into the bitter wind, he spotted what could only be a pair of coffins shattered

below. He shivered, but it was not from the cold.“Let us be quick,” he warned.He led his wife

through the cemetery gate. Ahead, he spotted a clutch of men huddled in thick coats. The party

consisted of a few government lackeys and a trio of laborers. They gathered near a prominent

sarcophagus cordoned off by a spiked iron fence. Alexander hurried over, bending against the

wind, one arm around his wife.He nodded to the American consul in attendance, William

Bishop.Bishop stepped closer and tapped his watch. “I heard a French lawyer is on a train from

Paris. We should be prompt here.”“Agreed. The sooner we’re aboard the Princess Irene with

the bones of our esteemed colleague and headed back to America, all the better.”As snow

began to fall, Alexander stepped toward the gravesite. A gray marble pedestal bore a simple

inscription.Sacredto theMemoryofJames Smithson, ESQFellow of the Royal

SocietyLondonwho died at Genoathe 26th June 1829,aged 75 Years.Bishop crossed to one of

the Italian representatives and spoke briefly. In short order, two of the laborers set about using

crowbars. They cracked the seal on the tomb’s marble lid and lifted it free. Nearby, the

remaining worker readied a casket made of zinc. Once Smithson’s bones were transferred into

it, the box would be soldered shut for its transatlantic voyage.As the men worked, Alexander

stared again at the inscription, his frown deepening. “That’s odd.”“What is?” Mabel asked.“It

states here that Smithson was seventy-five years old when he died.”“So?”He shook his head.

“Smithson was born June fifth, 1765. By my calculation, that means he was only sixty-four

when he died. That inscription is wrong by eleven years.”“Is that significant?”He shrugged. “I

have no idea, but I imagine his nephew would have known his uncle’s true age, especially as

he was setting it into stone here.”Bishop waved Alexander closer to the tomb as the

sarcophagus’s lid was finally carried off. “Perhaps you should do the honor.”While he

appreciated the gesture, he considered balking, but he had already come too far to turn back

now.In for a penny, in for a pound.He joined Bishop before the open tomb and peered inside.

The wooden casket inside had long rotted away, leaving a blanket of heavy dust over what was

clearly a set of bones. He reached reverently inside, parted the debris, and lifted the skull,

which was surprisingly intact. He almost expected it to crumble as he gripped it.Stepping back,

he stared into the eye sockets of the Smithsonian’s founder.As stated on the inscription,

Smithson was an esteemed fellow of the British Royal Society, one of the world’s most

distinguished scientific groups. In fact, the man was tapped to join this society the same year

he graduated from college. Even at such a young age, his scientific talent had been well

regarded. Afterward, as a chemist and a mineralogist, he spent much of his life traveling

throughout Europe collecting mineral and ore samples.Yet, so much remained unknown about

the man.Like why he left his fortune and collection to the United States?Still, one fact was

indisputable.“We owe you so much,” Alexander murmured to the skull. “It was your generosity

of spirit that changed forever our young country. It was your legacy that taught America’s

greatest minds to set aside petty ambitions and work together for the collective good.”“Well

spoken,” Bishop said, holding out his gloved palms. The weather was growing harsher by the



minute, and the consul clearly wanted this matter finished.Alexander didn’t argue. He handed

over the skull so it could be transferred to the zinc casket and returned his attention to the

tomb. He had already noted a rectangular shape in one corner.Reaching in again, he waved

away the dust to reveal a small metal chest.Could this be the source of such consternation?It

took all his strength to lift the box out of the tomb. It was dreadfully heavy. He hauled it aside

and balanced it atop a nearby gravestone. Bishop ordered the workers to finish transferring the

bones, then returned to his side, as did Mabel.“It that it?” his wife asked.Alexander turned to

Bishop. “Let me remind you again. There is to be no official or unofficial mention of this object.

Is that understood?”Bishop nodded and glanced to the rest of the party, who were busy at

work. “You’ve paid well for their silence.”Satisfied, Alexander unlatched and opened the lid of

the chest. Inside, a bed of sand cradled something the size and color of a pumpkin. He stared

at it breathlessly for a moment.“What is it?” Mabel asked.“It . . . it appears to be a chunk of

amber.”“Amber?” Bishop’s voice held a note of avarice. “Is it valuable?”“Somewhat. Though

nothing exceptional. It’s basically fossilized tree sap.” Frowning, he leaned closer. “Bishop,

would you ask that worker if we could borrow his lantern?”“Why—?”“Just do it, man. We don’t

have all day.”Bishop rushed over.Mabel stood at his shoulder. “What do you think, Alec?”“I can

make something out. Through the amber. But just barely.”Bishop returned, lantern in

hand.Alexander took it, twisted the flame brighter, and brought it close to the translucent chunk

of amber. It glowed a rich honey, revealing what it hid at its heart.Mabel gasped. “Are those

bones?”“I believe so.”It seemed Smithson’s tomb held more than just his own moldering

remains.“But what are they?” Bishop asked.“No idea. But surely something prehistoric.”He

leaned closer, squinting. At the heart of the amber rested a small, fist-size triangular skull

bearing a prominent row of sharp teeth. It looked distinctly reptilian, maybe those of a small

dinosaur. A halo of smaller bones floated within the glowing stone. He pictured ancient tree sap

flowing over this creature’s old grave, stirring up its bones and forever trapping them in this

position.The tinier bones had come to form a ghastly halo above the skull.Like a crown.He

glanced to Mabel, who took a deep breath as she recognized the pattern. She knew, too, that

this must be what Smithson wrote about—what he aptly named the Demon

Crown.“Impossible,” his wife whispered.He nodded. In his pocket, he held a burned page from

Smithson’s diary, upon which the man had scribbled a remarkable claim about this artifact.It

had to be impossible, as his wife said.He pictured Smithson’s words, what the dead man had

written concerning this artifact.Be warned, what the Demon Crown holds is very much

alive . . .Alexander felt an icy trickle of terror.. . . and ready to unleash the very hordes of Hell

upon this world.8:34 P.M. EDTNovember 3, 1944Washington, D.C.“Careful of the rats,” James

Reardon warned at the entrance door to the tunnel. “Some real bruisers down here in the dark.

One bit off the end of a worker’s thumb last month.”Archibald MacLeish suppressed a shudder

of disgust as he hung his jacket on a hook next to the door. He wasn’t exactly outfitted for an

excursion underground, but he had been late getting here, as an evening meeting at the

Library of Congress had run long.He stared down the five steps that led to the old

subterranean tunnel connecting the Smithsonian Castle to its neighbor across the mall. The

newer museum, the Natural History building, was completed in 1910, when ten million objects

had been ferried by horse-drawn cart from the Castle to their present home. For a decade

afterward, the two buildings had shared utilities via this seven-hundred-foot-long tunnel, but

with later modernizations, the passageway was eventually closed off and seldom tread, except

by the occasional maintenance crew.And apparently some overgrown vermin.Nevertheless,

Archibald had believed there might be a new use for this abandoned tunnel. As the current

Librarian of Congress and head of the Committee for the Conservation of Cultural Resources,



he had been tasked to secure the nation’s treasures at the start of World War II. Fearing

bombing raids like those that had beset London during the Blitz, he had personally overseen

the shipment of priceless documents—the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, even

a copy of the Gutenberg Bible—to the safety of Fort Knox. Likewise, the National Gallery of Art

had transferred their most prized masterpieces to the Biltmore House in North Carolina, while

the Smithsonian had buried the Star-Spangled Banner deep in Shenandoah National Park.Still,

Archibald had hated the piecemeal approach to these important efforts. Indeed, back in 1940,

he had advocated for building a bombproof shelter beneath the National Mall as a more

permanent solution. Unfortunately, Congress had shot down his idea due to the

expense.Despite this setback, Archibald had never given up on his idea—which was why he

found himself in the basement levels of the Smithsonian Castle, where temporary bomb

shelters had been secured for museum personnel. Three weeks ago, Archibald had hired a

pair of engineers to conduct a feasibility study, to explore if such a vault could be constructed in

secret, branching off this very tunnel. Then two days ago, during their surveys, the pair had

discovered a side door in the tunnel, halfway across the Mall. It was hidden behind some pipes

and bricked over.Archibald had immediately informed James Reardon, the current

undersecretary of the Smithsonian. As a longtime friend, James had supported Archibald’s

efforts for the construction of a bombproof vault. The pair hoped that this discovery might stoke

a renewed interest in the shelter, especially considering who had apparently hidden this room.

His name was found inscribed on a plaque affixed to the steel door after its layer of bricks had

been removed.Alexander Graham Bell.The notice came with a warning.What lies beyond this

door is both a wonder and a danger like no other. It could alter the course of mankind forever,

or in the wrong hands, it could equally doom us all. We the undersigned deem this artifact too

treacherous to come to light, but we dare not destroy it—for at its heart lies the possible key to

life beyond death.It was a remarkable claim, but the message was supported by the signatures

of five regents of the Smithsonian board. James had verified the names. They were all

deceased now, and no other record could be found concerning the circumstances that led Bell

and these five to secure something beneath the National Mall, not to mention keeping such an

effort from the other regents at the time.Respecting that level of secrecy, Archibald had limited

the knowledge of the door’s discovery to only his friend James. The two engineers had been

sworn to secrecy and now waited below, ready to break the lock and see for themselves what

required such subterfuge almost four decades ago.“We should hurry,” James said, checking his

pocket watch.Archibald understood. They were already running an hour behind schedule due

to his tardiness in getting here. “Lead the way.”James ducked through the door and down the

steps. He moved spryly, while it took Archibald more time to maneuver the steep, narrow

stairway. Then again, James was fifteen years younger and spent more time on his feet doing

fieldwork as a geologist. Archibald was a fifty-four-year-old poet who had been coerced by FDR

into taking a desk job—or as Archibald had described this assignment at the time, the

president decided I wanted to be Librarian of Congress.He entered the dank tunnel. The way

ahead was lit by a string of caged electrical bulbs running along the low roof. Several were

broken or missing, leaving long gaps of darkness.James clicked on a thick flashlight and set off

down the tunnel.Archibald followed. Though the passageway was tall enough for him to walk

upright, he kept his back hunched and his head low, well away from the run of dark pipes along

the ceiling. Especially upon hearing the occasional sound of nails scratching and bodies

scurrying up there.After a few minutes, James suddenly stopped.Archibald almost bumped into

him. “What’s wr—?”A series of sharp cracks echoed from the passageway ahead.James

glanced back, his eyebrows bunched together with concern. “Gunfire.” He doused his flashlight



and freed a Smith & Wesson pistol from a holster under his work jacket. Archibald hadn’t

known the man was armed, but considering the size of the vermin down here, the presence of

the weapon made sense.“Go back.” James passed him his flashlight, then cupped both hands

around the grip of his weapon. “Get help.”“From where? The Castle’s deserted at this hour. By

the time I raise an alarm, it’ll be too late.” Archibald lofted the long-handled flashlight like a club.

“We go together.”A muffled explosion decided the matter.James grimaced and headed forward,

keeping close to one wall and staying in the shadows as much as possible. Archibald followed

his example.Within a few steps, a cloud of dust rolled over them, blown forth by the blast.

Archibald fought against coughing, but the air quickly cleared. The same couldn’t be said for

the passageway. A smattering of dark forms sped across the floor and along the pipes.Rats . . .

hundreds of them.Archibald had to stifle back a scream as he flattened along one wall.

Something dropped from overhead, landed on his shoulder, and bounded away with a sharp

squeak. Other bodies pattered over his shoes. A few scrabbled up his pant legs as if he were a

tree in a flood-swept river.Ahead, James seemed unfazed and continued on, oblivious to the

squirming bodies underfoot.Gritting his teeth, Archibald waited until the worst of the horde fled

past him, then hurried to catch up.As the two reached a dark stretch of broken bulbs, a glow

appeared ahead, marking a pair of lanterns resting on the floor. The pool of light revealed a

body.One of the engineers.Other shadowy shapes stepped into view, appearing from the

left.Three masked men.James dropped to a knee and immediately fired. The loud blast made

Archibald jump, deafening him in turn.One of the intruders spun and struck the wall.James

gained his feet and fired again, running forward. Archibald froze a breath, then gave chase, too.

In the tumult that followed, lit by the camera-bulb flashes of gunfire, he watched one of the

masked men try to haul his wounded companion to his feet, but James refused to relent,

squeezing his trigger over and over again as he ran. Rounds sparked off the nearby pipes and

concrete walls.The third intruder fled down the tunnel with a heavy satchel in one hand, blindly

returning fire over his shoulder. The shots went wild as the man was plainly more intent on

escaping. His companion finally followed, forced by James’s barrage to abandon the slumped

form on the ground.As James and Archibald closed the distance, another explosion knocked

them both back. Flames blasted out an open doorway to the left and washed into the

tunnel.Archibald shielded his face with an arm.As the fire guttered out, James led the way

again.Archibald quickly took in the damage as they reached the doorway. The engineer who lay

crumpled at the threshold had been shot in the back of the head. The other was dead in the

neighboring room, his clothes on fire from the blast. More flames raged at the rear of the small

concrete chamber, turning it into a furnace, fueled by a burning bookshelf and the tomes that

once rested there. Fiery pages still floated in the air, drifting through the smoke-choked

air.Nearby, James checked the assailant slumped on the ground. He swatted at the man’s

burning clothes, then set about searching his body.Archibald kept his full attention on the

neighboring room. A waist-high marble plinth stood in the center. A small metal chest lay

toppled and open at its foot, likely blown off its pedestal by the blast. The box appeared to be

empty, except for a pile of sand that had spilled out as it struck the floor.He pictured the heavy

satchel in the hands of the fleeing thief. With a sinking heart, he knew that whatever Bell and

his cohorts had hidden here was gone. Still, he lifted his arm over his mouth and nose and

ducked into that wall of heat, drawn by something he spotted poking out of the sand.He

stepped around the dead engineer to reach the chest. Dropping to a crouch, he grabbed what

was exposed and pulled it free. It appeared to be the remains of an old field notebook or

journal. Its leather cover had been blackened by a fire far older than what raged here now. A

quick flip revealed most of the pages were charred or missing—but not all.He imagined the



thieves must have failed to spot the remains of this old journal hidden in the sand at the bottom

of the chest. Sensing some significance to this discovery, he retreated with his prize.“Look at

this,” James said as he returned to the tunnel.James sat back on his heels. He had peeled

away the thief’s woolen face mask.Archibald took in the sight, shocked by what was revealed.

“My god . . . it’s a woman.”But that wasn’t the only surprise. The thief had black hair and wide

cheekbones, and from the pinched squint to her dead eyes, there was little doubt to the figure’s

heritage.“She’s Japanese,” Archibald mumbled.James nodded. “Likely a Jap spy. But this is

what I wanted you to see.” He lifted her lifeless arm to reveal something tattooed on the thief’s

inner wrist. “What do you make of this?”Archibald leaned closer, frowning as he studied the

mark.“Any idea what this might mean?” James asked.Archibald glanced back to the burning

room. Its door lay crookedly to one side, blown off its hinges. The inscribed metal plaque

glowed in the firelight, as if emphasizing the warning about what was once hidden here.. . . a

danger like no other.“No,” Archibald said, “but for the sake of our nation—and maybe the world

—we need to find out.”FirstColonization:3��&W6Vç@ DayMarch 8, 3:45 P.M. BRTIlha da Queimada

Grande, BrazilThe dead man lay sprawled facedown, half in the sand, half in the grass.“Poor

bastard almost made it back to his boat,” Professor Ken Matsui noted.He stepped aside to

allow the team’s doctor—a young woman named Ana Luiz Chavos—to examine the body.

Anyone officially setting foot on Ilha da Queimada Grande, an island some twenty miles off the

coast of Brazil, was required to be accompanied by a medical doctor, along with a

representative from the Brazilian navy.Their military escort, First Lieutenant Ramon Dias,

checked the small motorized skiff that was camouflaged and hidden among some rocks a few

yards away. He snorted derisively and spat into the waves. “Caçador furtivo . . . idiota.”“He says

the man must’ve been a poacher,” Ken explained to his postgraduate student. The two of them

had traveled together from Cornell University to this remote Brazilian island.Oscar Hoff was

twenty-seven, shaven headed, with a sleeve of tattoos down his left arm. His exterior gave him

a hardened, street-tough look, but it was all show for that occasional young coed who mistook

the book for the cover. From his presently sallow complexion and the sickened twist to his lips,

it was clear this was the first body the student had stumbled across. Of course, the state of the

deceased likely didn’t help matters. The body had been picked and scavenged by birds and

crabs. A black stain soaked the sand in a wide pool around the body.Dr. Chavos seemed little

bothered by the condition of the deceased. She examined one bare arm, then the other, then

sat back on her heels. She spoke matter-of-factly in Portuguese to Dias, then to the waves as

she stared toward the sun hanging low in the sky. Sunset was only a couple of hours off.“Dead

for at least three days,” Ana Luiz assessed aloud and pointed to the man’s left arm. From the

elbow to his wrist, most of the flesh was blackened and necrotic. A flash of white bone shone

through the melted tissues. “Snakebite.”“Bothrops insularis,” Ken surmised as he glanced up

the neighboring rocks and toward the rain forest that crowned the heights of this hundred-acre

island. “The golden lancehead pit viper.”“It is why we call this place Snake Island,” Diaz said.

“This is their island. And you’d do wise to respect that.”It was the pit vipers’ dominance on the

island—and their endangered status—that restricted access to Queimada Grande to the

Brazilian navy. They came once every two months to service the lone lighthouse here. Even

that beacon was automated after the first family of lighthouse keepers—a wife, husband, and

three children—were all killed one night when snakes slipped inside through an open window.

The family tried to flee but were bitten by more vipers hanging from branches along the

forested path to the beach.Since then, tourists were forbidden from setting foot here. Only the

occasional scientific team was allowed to visit, but even they had to be accompanied by a

doctor armed with antivenom and a military escort.Like today.With the substantial backing of



his Japanese financiers, Ken was able to wrangle this last-minute trip, tucking it in before a

storm that was due to strike the region tomorrow. He and his student had to rush from their

hotel in the small coastal village of Itanhaém in order to take advantage of this opportunity.

They barely made the boat in time.Ana Luiz stood up. “We should collect and secure your two

specimens and head back to the mainland before we lose the light.” Their Zodiac pontoon boat

was beached in a neighboring sandy cove. “You don’t want to be here after dark.”“We’ll be

quick,” Ken promised. “It shouldn’t take long considering the sheer number of lanceheads

roaming this island.”He slipped out a long-poled hook and turned to Oscar, giving the student

some final instructions. “There’s about one snake for every square yard of this island. So stay

back, and let me take the lead. And keep in mind that at any time you’re only a step or two

away from death hiding in a rock or lounging in a tree.”Oscar glanced to the body on the beach.

That was likely reminder enough to be extra cautious. “Why . . . why would someone risk

coming here alone?”Ana Luiz answered, “A single lancehead fetches upwards of twenty

thousand dollars on the black market. Sometimes more.”“Wildlife smuggling is big business,”

Ken explained. “I’ve run across a few such biopirates in different corners of the world.”And this

body is certainly not the first I’ve seen as a consequence of such greed.Though only a decade

older than his postgraduate student, Ken had spent most of his time in the field, traveling to

various corners of the world. He had dual PhDs in entomology and toxicology, blending the two

degrees into the field of venomics, the study of compounds found in poisonous animals.The

combination of disciplines was especially fitting considering his own mixed background. His

father was first-generation Japanese and had spent time as a child in an internment camp in

California, while Ken’s German mother had emigrated as a young girl after the war. A common

joke while growing up was that their family had created its own mini-Axis stronghold in the

middle of suburbia.Then, two years ago, the pair had passed away, dying within a month of one

another, leaving behind their blended heritage in Ken’s pale complexion, dense dark hair, and

slight squint to his eyes.Likewise, his mixed-race background—what the Japanese called hafu

—had undoubtedly helped him acquire his current grant. The research trip to Queimada

Grande was partially funded by Tanaka Pharmaceuticals, out of Japan. The goal was to

discover the next wonder drug hidden in the cocktail of toxins found in the venom of this

island’s inhabitants.“Let’s get going,” Ken said.Oscar swallowed hard and nodded. He fumbled

with an extendable set of snake tongs. While such a tool could securely grab a serpent, Ken

preferred a simple hook. It caused less stress to an animal. If the tongs were used too

aggressively, a snake could react to the threat and lash out.As the group set off from the

beach, they stepped carefully with their calf-high leather boots. Sand quickly turned into a

rocky stretch, studded with low bushes. Fifty yards upslope, a dark fringe of rain forest

beckoned.Let’s hope we don’t have to go in there to find our specimens.“Search under the

bushes.” Ken demonstrated by reaching out with the hooked tip of his pole and lifting the

lowermost branches. “But don’t try to secure them there. Let them slither into the open before

attempting to grab them.”Oscar’s tongs shook as he tried to follow Ken’s example on a nearby

bush.“Take a deep breath,” Ken encouraged. “You know how to do this. Just like we practiced at

the zoo back home.”Oscar grimaced and probed his first bush. “All . . . all clear.”“Good. Just one

step at a time.”They continued with Ken in the lead. He attempted to ease his student’s tension

by keeping his voice light. “It was once believed that the lanceheads were brought to the island

by pirates looking to protect their buried treasure.”Ana Luiz chuckled, while Dias merely

scowled at the thought.“So not pirates, I guess,” Oscar said.“No. This particular set of vipers

got stranded on this island some eleven thousand years ago, when sea levels rose and flooded

the land bridge that once connected the island to the coast. Isolated, they had no true



predators and reproduced rapidly. But the only food source was up in the trees.”“Birds.”“The

island is on a major migratory path, so the snake’s bounty is refilled every year. But unlike land-

bound prey, birds proved to be trickier. Even after climbing trees, the snakes couldn’t exactly

run down a bird that took flight after being bitten. So they evolved a more toxic venom, five

times stronger than their cousins on the mainland.”“In order to kill the birds more

quickly.”“Exactly. Lancehead venom is truly unique, bearing a cornucopia of toxins. Poisons that

not only melt flesh but also cause kidney collapse, heart failure, brain hemorrhages, and

intestinal bleeding. In fact, it’s those very hemotoxic components in their venom that show high

promise for developing drugs to combat heart disease.”“And that’s why we’re here,” Oscar said.

“Hoping to find the next captopril.”Ken smiled. “At least, that’s what the fine folks at Tanaka

Pharmaceuticals are counting on.”In fact, it was not a foolhardy gamble on their part. Captopril

—Bristol-Myers Squibb’s bestselling hypertension drug—was isolated from a close cousin to

the golden lancehead: Bothrops jararaca, another Brazilian pit viper.“And who knows what else

we might discover buried amid all the poison found here?” Ken added. “Prialt is a powerful pain

reliever that just came on the market from Elan Pharmaceuticals. It was derived from a toxin

found in poisonous cone snails. Then there’s a protein discovered in the venom of Gila

monsters that is being investigated as a miracle drug for Alzheimer’s. More and more,

companies around the globe are investing significant resources into venom-based drug

discovery programs.”“Sounds like it’s a good time to be a toxicologist specializing in poisonous

animals.” Oscar grinned over at him. “Maybe we should go into business ourselves. Venoms ‘R’

Us.”Ken playfully poked at his student with his snake hook. “Concentrate on catching your first

specimen, then we’ll talk about a partnership.”Still smiling, Oscar moved over to another thorn-

encrusted bush. He bent down and eased its lower branches. Something shot out from under

the fringes and skated across the rocks. Oscar yelped and stumbled back. He bumped into Ana

Luiz and knocked them both to the ground.The two-foot-long snake aimed straight for their

warm bodies.Ken jabbed out and scooped the serpent by its midsection. He lifted it high,

careful not to overcompensate and send it flying. The snake’s body went immediately slack

within the loop, its tiny head swiveling, tongue lashing.Oscar tried to crawl back farther.“Don’t

worry. It’s just another of Queimada Grande’s inhabitants. Dipsis indica. Also known as

Sauvage’s Snail Eater.” He shifted the snake away. “Totally harmless.”“I . . . I thought it was

trying to attack me,” Oscar said, his face flushing with embarrassment.“Normally this little Snail

Eater is docile. Admittedly it’s strange it came after you.” Ken glanced along its intended

trajectory. “Unless it was merely trying to get to the beach.”Like the poacher . . .Frowning at this

thought, he glanced in the opposite direction, toward a ridge of rock ahead and the forest

beyond. He returned the snake to the rock and let it dash away, continuing its flight toward the

sand.“C’mon,” Ken urged and climbed up the slope.Beyond the top of the ridge, a sand-strewn

bowl opened. Shocked, Ken stopped at the edge, surveying the impossible sight before him.A

tangle of yellow-golden bodies covered most of the rocks and open stretches of sand. There

were hundreds of them. All golden lanceheads, the island’s kings.“My god . . .” Oscar gasped,

visibly shuddering.Ana Luiz crossed herself, while Dias lifted his shotgun and pointed it down

into the sandy hollow. It was an unnecessary precaution.“It looks like they’re all dead,” Ken

said.But what killed them?None of the meter-long golden lengths appeared to be moving. And

it was not just the vipers. Another body lay at the bottom, facedown and motionless.Dias spoke

to Ana Luiz in Portuguese. She nodded. Ken understood enough of the Brazilian language to

surmise that this must be the partner to the poacher on the beach. Or at least the two men

were similarly dressed.Still, despite the lack of immediate danger, everyone remained rooted

by the sheer horror of the sight.Oscar was the first to speak. “Is that guy still breathing?”Ken



squinted. Surely not. But his student’s eyes proved to be sharper than anyone else’s. The

man’s chest indeed rose and fell, though shallowly, haltingly.Ana Luiz swore under her breath

and started down into the bowl, already freeing her medical pack from her shoulder.“Wait,” Ken

urged. “Let me go first. Some of the lanceheads might still be half-alive. And even dead snakes

can bite.”Ana Luiz glanced back at him, her brow crinkling in disbelief.“There are countless

stories of people decapitating a rattlesnake or cobra, only to get bitten when they picked up its

head. Even hours later. Many ectothermic—cold-blooded animals—share these same

postmortem reflexes.”He shifted ahead of her, lifting and moving each snake’s body out of their

path with his hook. He worked slowly down the slope. All of the lanceheads appeared to be

truly dead. They showed no response to his passage or presence, which was significant

considering the aggressive nature of the species.As he continued down, a strange stench grew

around him. There was the expected reek of meat left too long in the sun, but it was undercut

by a sickly sweetness, like a flower growing in rot.For some reason, the scent immediately set

his heart to pounding harder, as if triggering some innate sense of danger.With his senses

heightened, he finally noted that the neighboring rain forest was disturbingly quiet. No

birdsong, no chirp of insects, only the rustle of leaves. He stopped and lifted an arm.“What is

it?” Ana Luiz asked.“Get back.”“But . . .”He retreated a step, then another, herding her behind

him. He focused on the body on the ground. He now had a good angle on the man’s face. His

eyes were gone. Black blood thickly caked his nose, clotted over his nostrils.This was a

corpse.Still, the torso moved—but it was clearly not driven by any last breaths.Something’s

inside him, something alive.He hurried faster. Still, he feared taking his eyes off the body.

Behind him, he heard Ana Luiz reach the others atop the ridge. From the rain forest before him,

a new noise intruded. A low hum wafted out from the shadows, setting his hairs on end. It was

accompanied by a strange hollow knocking. He wanted to blame it on branches bumping one

another, but there was no wind.Instead, he pictured bones rattling.He swung away and

bounded the last few yards up the slope.As he neared the top, he gasped breathlessly. “We

have to get off this isl—”An explosion cut him off. A fireball rolled into the sky to his right, rising

from the cove where their Zodiac was beached. A small black helicopter sped through the trail

of smoke. Gunfire chattered from its undercarriage. Rounds sparked across the rocks, ripping

through the sand.Oscar fell first, his throat gone in a bloody ruin.Diaz attempted to return fire,

but his body went flying backward.Ana Luiz turned to run, only to get struck in the back.Ken

flung himself back into the bowl. He was a moment too slow. His shoulder erupted with fire. The

impact sent him spinning through the air. As he struck the ground, he rolled down the slope,

tangling himself with the cold bodies of the dead lanceheads.Once he came to a stop, he

remained where he was, half-buried in snakes, keeping still. He heard the attack helicopter

rush overhead, then come sweeping back in a low arc.He held his breath.Finally, it retreated to

the beach, likely double-checking that the Zodiac was destroyed. He listened as the thumping

of its rotors faded farther away.Was it leaving?Ken feared to move, even as the nagging hum

rose again from the rain forest, louder now. He shifted his chin enough to view the nearest

fringe of trees. A mist—darker than the shadows—sifted through the branches, rising through

the canopy. That weird clacking grew louder, more furious.Something’s coming . . .Then the

world became fire.Great blasts rose from the forest, casting up spiraling gouts of fire. The

cannonade of explosions spread in succession across the forested highlands of the island.

Fiery pieces of shattered tree trunks and branches rained down around him. Black smoke

rolled across the rock, choking and bitter, consuming the remainder of the island.Ken crawled,

coughing and gagging.He tasted a bitter chemical tang on the back of his tongue.Napalm . . . or

maybe some other fiery defoliant.Lungs burning, he crabbed out of the bowl and rolled down



toward the beach. He aimed for the water, for the small skiff camouflaged among the rocks by

the poachers. He prayed the smoke hid his escape. Though half-blind, he felt his hands reach

cool water. He slid into the sea and worked his way toward the lone boat.Behind him, fire

continued to spread and consume the island, slowly burning it to the bedrock.He reached the

skiff, clambered over the side, and collapsed on his back. He would wait until sunset before

risking the open water. By then the pall of smoke across the waves and the cover of darkness

should help hide his flight from any eyes still in the sky.Or at least, so he hoped.In the

meantime, he used the pain in his shoulder to keep him focused, to stoke a desire that burned

with as much heat as the firestorm beyond the boat.He hugged his thick bag to his chest.It held

one of the dead lanceheads, collected before he fled.I will know what happened here.2May 4,

8:38 A.M. JSTTokyo, JapanThe old man knelt in the temple garden. He sat formally, in the

traditional seiza manner, with his back straight, his legs folded under him on the stone path. He

ignored the deep ache in ninety-year-old knees. Behind him, the ancient pagoda of Kan’ei-ji

was dusted in the last of the spring’s cherry blossoms. The height of the celebrated season

had passed three weeks ago, when tourists flocked to Tokyo’s parklands to ogle and

photograph the beautiful harmony of the peak blossoming.Takashi Ito preferred these last days

of each season. There was a melancholy to the air that echoed the sadness in his own heart.

He used a small fan to waft away the dried, brittle petals from the waist-high stone before his

knees.His efforts disturbed the tendrils of smoke rising from a small incense burner at the base

of the stone. The fragrance rose from a mix of kyara, a type of fragrant agarwood, and koboku,

an extract from magnolia bark. He fanned the tendrils of smoke toward himself, seeking the

blessing and mystery to be found there.As often in this moment, a snatch of poetry from

Otagaki Rengetsu, a nineteenth-century Buddhist nun, sifted through his thoughts.A single line

ofFragrant smokeFrom incense stickTrails off without a trace:Where does it go?His gaze

followed a lone black streak of smoke into the air until it vanished, leaving only its sweet

fragrance behind.He sighed.Like you did so many years ago, my dearest Miu.He closed his

eyes in prayer. Each year, he came here on the anniversary of his marriage, when Miu tied her

heart to his in secret. They had been only eighteen at the time, so full of hope for their life

together, bound as much by love as purpose. For ten years, the two had trained together,

honing skills that would be needed. During that brutal time, they had celebrated their

successes and nursed the bruises from punishments inflicted upon them by their hard masters.

They were paired because of their complementary talents. He was unyielding stone; she was

flowing water. He was thunder and force; she was silence and shadow.They thought

themselves invincible, especially when together.His lips scowled at such youthful

foolishness.He opened his eyes and inhaled one last breath of smoke rising from the burner.

The kyara chips had turned to ash by now. Kyara was more expensive by weight than pure

gold. Even its name in ancient Japanese meant “precious.”Each year, he burned kyara in

memory of Miu.But this anniversary was special.He stared down at the smoldering sticks of

koboku on the mica plate. They were new to this ritual. The burning of koboku was a centuries-

old tradition of Samurai warriors, to cleanse mind and body prior to battle. In this manner, he

imbued his love of Miu with an old promise.To avenge her death.He stared at the stone before

him, inscribed in lines of ancient script. It was not his wife’s gravestone. Her body was forever

lost to him ages ago. Instead, Takashi chose this block of granite to serve as her makeshift

headstone, because of the words found here, written in 1821, by her great-grandfather, Sessai

Matsuyama.Her ancestor had placed this marker in these Buddhist gardens to console the

spirits of those he had killed. Sessai had been a great benefactor to the sciences and

commissioned many volumes and texts, including the Chuchi-jo, an anatomical study of insects



that was now considered a national treasure for its artistically rendered drawings of butterflies,

crickets, grasshoppers, even flies, proving beauty could be found in the smallest creatures. To

achieve this great accomplishment, many insects had been caught, pinned, and died for the

sake of this science. Out of guilt, Sessai Matsuyama had erected this memorial to their

memory, honoring their contribution and perhaps seeking to lighten his karmic burden for their

deaths.Miu had dragged Takashi here many times, her face shining with pride. She had hoped

to eventually follow in her great-grandfather’s footsteps, inspired by his passion. But even such

a simple dream became nothing more than smoke, destroyed in a moment of gunfire.He

slipped the sleeve of his shirt higher to expose his inner wrist. His skin was now paper-thin,

unable to hold the ink that had marked him with the same symbol that once graced Miu’s soft

flesh in the same spot. It represented a set of tools framed around a crescent moon and a

black star. It was an honor to bear such a mark, proof that they had survived the training of

their masters, the elusive Kage. He remembered kissing her wrist after they had been tattooed,

his lips seeking to draw the sting of the needle. The act had bound them as thoroughly as their

secret marriage.But now even this connection to Miu was fading.He dropped his sleeve and

stared again as fire consumed the last of the incense, the aromatic trails vanishing into the

air.Where does it go?He had no answer. All he knew was that Miu was lost to him forever. She

had died during their first mission, to steal a treasure from under the noses of their enemy.

Shame burned through him as he recalled fleeing from her body through a dark tunnel, forced

away by both gunfire and the need to make her sacrifice mean something.In the end, the

mission had been successful. Later, when he eventually learned the true nature of what had

been recovered from that cursed tunnel, he took it as an omen. His gaze swept the lines written

on the ancient monument. While Miu could never follow in her ancestor’s footsteps, Takashi

had taken up that mantle for her.With a small bow, he rose to his feet. His two retainers tried to

come to his aid, but he took it as a matter of pride to wave them back and stand on his own.

Still, he did accept his cane once he was upright. Bony fingers clutched the rose gold handle,

sculpted into the beak and fiery cowl of a phoenix.It had taken him decades of study and

financing, but finally he would exact his revenge and return Japan to its former glory—and to

achieve it, he would use the very treasure that had cost Miu her life.Satisfied, he turned and

headed across the garden toward the pagoda, his cane thumping along with his hammering

heart. The temple of Kan’ei-ji was founded in the seventeenth century. Its grounds had once

encompassed all of neighboring Ueno Park, where the city’s zoo and national museums now

resided. The temple’s downfall began in 1869 when the Japanese emperor attacked the last of

the Tokugawa shoguns who had sought to usurp his reign and who had taken refuge within the

temple. Bullets from that siege could still be found imbedded in sections of the wooden

walls.Few seldom visited this lonely temple now, its bloody past nearly forgotten.But I will make

this nation humbled by war remember its former glory.He rounded the pagoda and crossed

under the boughs of a large cherry tree. His passage disturbed the last of the clinging

blossoms. Petals floated around him, as if Miu were blessing him. He smiled softly and

continued to the street to await his limo. Leaning on his cane with one hand, he rubbed the

faded tattoo on his wrist with a thumb.It will not be much longer.Soon he would join Miu—but

not yet, not before he exacted his revenge and elevated Imperial Japan to its rightful place as

masters of this world.While he sat, his mind drifted into the past, as it did more often with each

passing year. He and Miu had both been bastard children of aristocratic families. Shunned for

sins that were not their own, they had been cast aside by their respective families and ended

up within the Kage. In Miu’s case, she had been sold to them. Takashi had sought them out of

bitterness.At the time, the public knew little about the Kage, whose name simply meant



“shadow.” Rumors and whispers abounded. Some believed they were descendants of a

dishonored clan of ninjas; others even considered them ghosts. But eventually Takashi learned

the truth, that the cabal’s lineage went far back in time. They bore many names, assuming

different faces across the globe. Their purpose, though, was to grow stronger, to root deeper

into all nations, to use dark alchemies and later science to achieve their ends. They were the

shadows behind power.Here in Japan, as war broke out, the Kage briefly came more into the

open, discovering opportunity in the chaos. In particular, the Kage were drawn to the blood and

pain flowing from a series of secret Japanese-run camps, where morality held no sway. The

Imperial Army had constructed covert research facilities in northern China—first at Zhongma

Fortress, then in Pingfang—specializing in biological and chemical weapons development.To

fuel this project, the army collected subjects from local Chinese villages, along with bringing in

captured Russians and Allied POWs. From there, three thousand Japanese scientists set

about experimenting on the unwilling subjects. The researchers infected patients with anthrax

and bubonic plague, then surgically gutted them without anesthesia. They froze the limbs of

patients to study frostbite. They raped and exposed women to syphilis. They tested

flamethrowers on men tied to stakes.At these facilities, the Kage worked in the shadows,

seemingly to help, but mostly to gain whatever advantage they could from the knowledge

gleaned by these ghastly experiments.It was then that word reached Kage’s masters of the

discovery of a secret that was believed to have been lost to them forever. They had attempted

to secure it nearly a century ago—a potential weapon like no other—but failed. Now they had

another chance as word sifted forth from the United States. Near the end of 1944, a small

acquisition team, fluent in English, was dispatched to secure it.The mission proved successful,

but it had cost Miu her life.Unfortunately, afterward, the war came too quickly to an end when

two bombs were dropped on Japan, one at Hiroshima, the other at Nagasaki. Takashi always

wondered if the motivation for such an extreme action by the Americans could be traced to that

theft in a tunnel beneath their capital.Ultimately it didn’t matter.After the war, Takashi secured

what was stolen: a boulder of amber. The secret it preserved remained too dangerous to wield

at the time. It would take many decades for science to advance enough to take advantage of

the prize, long enough for even the Kage to finally meet its end.A few years back, the

Americans had exposed the cabal and dragged it into the light, where shadows always

withered and died. By that time, Takashi had risen enough in the ranks of the Kage to learn its

other names, including the one used by the Americans.The Guild.During the resulting purge,

most of the various factions of the shadowy cabal had been rooted out and destroyed, but

some fragments survived. Like a ninety-year-old man who few thought could be a threat. Other

stray pieces also scattered and went into hiding. Since then, Takashi and his grandson had

been gathering these seeds in secret, building their own Samurai force, while biding their

time.And now, after much study—both in remote labs and in select field tests abroad—they

had nursed and developed a weapon of incalculable strength and malignancy.They had also

settled upon a first target, both as a demonstration to the world and a strike against the very

organization that had destroyed the Guild.Specifically, two agents who were instrumental to its

downfall.As his limo glided through the traffic to the curb, Takashi smiled. He felt weightless,

knowing that the location where the pair currently holed up was a significant omen, too. It was

the same place Imperial Japan had struck its first devastating blow against a sleeping giant—

and where Takashi would do the same again now.The devastation would far outshine what had

befallen those islands in the past. This first attack would herald the end of the current world

order and christen the painful birth of a new one, one in which Imperial Japan would rule for

eternity.Still, he pictured his two intended targets.Lovers, like Miu and I.Though the pair didn’t



know it, they were equally doomed.3May 6, 5:08 P.M. HSTHana, Island of MauiThis is the

life . . .Commander Grayson Pierce lounged on the sunbaked red sands of Kaihalulu Bay. It

was Hawaii’s off-season and late in the day, so he had the small cove of red-black beach to

himself. Plus this particular location was mostly known only by the locals and required a bit of a

treacherous trek to reach.Still, it was worth the effort, both for the spot’s privacy and its

unspoiled beauty.Behind him, a steep-walled cinder cone, its flanks thickly forested with

ironwood trees, cradled the cove. Over the centuries, its iron-rich cliffs had crumbled to red

sand, forming this unique beach before vanishing into the deep-blue waters of the bay. A short

distance offshore, heavy waves crashed against a jagged black seawall, casting mist high into

the air, catching the brilliance of the setting sun. But closer at hand, sheltered by the reef, the

water lapped gently at the sand.A naked shape rose from those waves, bathed in sunlight, her

face lifted to the sky. The drape of her black hair reached to mid-back. As she waded toward

shore, revealing more of her body, seawater coursed over her pale almond skin, tracing rivulets

along her bare breasts and down her flat stomach. A single emerald stud decorated her navel,

sparkling as brightly as her eyes as her gaze settled on him.No mischievous grin greeted him.

Her features remained stoic to the undiscerning eye, but Gray noted the slight tilt to her head,

the barest arch to her right eyebrow. She moved toward him with the sultry grace of a lioness

stalking its prey.He propped himself up on his elbows to better appreciate the sight. His legs

still toasted in the day’s light, but shadows cloaked the rest of his naked body as the sun sank

into the cliffs behind him.Seichan climbed the hot sand and closed the distance. As she

reached him, she stepped a leg to either side. She climbed over his body and loomed above

him. She came to a stop at the shadow’s edge, still bathed in sunlight, as if trying to make the

day last just that much longer.“Don’t,” he warned.She ignored him and shook the cape of her

soaked hair, scattering cold droplets over his sprawled form. His tanned skin immediately

prickled from the chill. Her gaze never left his face, but the arch of her brow rose

higher.“What?” she asked. “Too cold for you?”She sank down upon his waist, settling atop him,

stirring him with the heat found buried there. She dropped forward, a hand landing to either

side of his head. She stared into his eyes, her breasts brushing his chest, and rumbled low,

“Let’s see about warming you up.”He grinned and reached around her. He glided his palms

down to the middle of her back, then tightened his arms in an iron grip. He cocked a knee for

leverage and rolled her under him.“Oh, I’m plenty warmed up.”An hour later, shadows had

swallowed the two of them, along with the rest of the beach. Still, bright daylight cast forth

rainbows through the mists rising from the jagged seawall out in the bay.Gray and Seichan

huddled together, still naked under a blanket, spent and exhausted. The fading heat of their

passion warmed through them, making it hard to tell where one began and the other ended. He

could stay this way forever, but it would soon be dark.He craned toward the cliffs framing the

cove. “We should head out while we can still see the trail.” He glanced over to the two wetsuits

drying on the sand nearby and the toppled stack of scuba equipment they had used to explore

the reefs around Ka’uiki Head. “Especially if we want to haul all our gear out of here.”Seichan

made a noncommittal noise, plainly unconvinced to leave yet.They had rented a small cottage

south of the small town of Hana on Maui’s picturesque east coast, a region of lush rain forests,

waterfalls, and isolated beaches. They had planned on staying only a couple of weeks, but

three months later, they still were here.Prior to that, they had been traveling for half a year,

moving place to place with no itinerary in mind, all but circling the globe. After leaving D.C.,

they had spent time in a walled-off medieval village in France, taking residence in the attic of a

former monastery. Then they flew to the savannas of Kenya, where for a fortnight they shifted

from tent camp to tent camp, moving with the timeless flow of animal life found there.



Eventually, they found themselves amid the teeming sprawl of Mumbai, India, enjoying

humanity at its most riotous. Afterward, seeking isolation again, they jetted off to Perth,

Australia, where they rented a truck and drove deep into the wilds of the Outback. After that

long desert trek, to cleanse the dust off their bodies, they continued to a hot-springs resort

nestled deep in the mountains of New Zealand. Once recharged, they worked their way slowly

across the Pacific, hopping island to island, from Micronesia to Polynesia, until they finally

settled here, in a place that was a veritable Eden.Gray sent the occasional postcard to his best

friend, Monk Kokkalis, mostly to let those back in D.C. know that he was still alive, that he

hadn’t been kidnapped by hostile forces. Especially since he had left so abruptly, with no

warning and no permission from his superiors. He had worked for more than a decade with

Sigma Force, a covert group tied to DARPA, the Defense Department’s research-and-

development agency. Gray and his teammates were all former Special Forces soldiers who had

been drummed out of the service for various reasons, but because of exceptional aptitude or

talent, they had been secretly recruited by Sigma and retrained in diverse scientific disciplines

to serve as field agents for DARPA, protecting the United States and the globe from all manner

of threats.According to his own dossier, Gray’s expertise was an amalgam of biology and

physics, but in truth his training went deeper than that, courtesy of his time spent with a

Nepalese monk, who taught him to search for the balance between all things, the Taoist

philosophy of yin and yang.At the time, such insight helped Gray come to terms with his own

troubled childhood. Growing up, he had always been stuck between opposites. His mother had

taught at a Catholic high school, instilling a deep spirituality in Gray’s life, but she was also an

accomplished biologist, a devout disciple of evolution and reason.And then there was his

father: a Welshman living in Texas, a roughneck oilman disabled in midlife and forced to

assume the role of a housewife. As a result, his father’s life became ruled by overcompensation

and anger.An unfortunate trait passed on to his rebellious son.Over time, with help from

Painter Crowe, the director of Sigma Force, Gray had slowly discovered a path between those

opposites. It was not a short path. It extended as much into the past as the future. Gray was

still struggling with it.A few years back, his mother had been killed in an explosion, collateral

damage from Sigma’s battle with the terrorist organization known as the Guild. Though

blameless, Gray still struggled with guilt.The same couldn’t be said for his father’s passing.

Gray had a direct hand in that death. Bedridden and failing, his father had languished in the

debilitating fog of Alzheimer’s, slowing losing more and more of himself. Finally, obeying his

dad’s frail request for release (Promise me . . .), Gray had delivered a fatal overdose of

morphine.He felt no guilt for that death, but he couldn’t say he had come to terms with it,

either.Then Seichan had offered him a lifeline, encouraging him to set aside his responsibilities

for a time, to escape from everything and everyone.He grabbed her hand and did just

that.Seichan had her own reasons to vanish, too. She was a former assassin for the Guild,

trained from a young age to serve them. After several run-ins with Sigma, she was eventually

turned and recruited by Painter Crowe. She had been instrumental in bringing down the Guild,

but her past crimes forced her to forever remain in the shadows. She was still on many

countries’ most-wanted lists; the Mossad even maintained a kill-on-sight order.Though Sigma

offered this former assassin some cover, she was never fully free from her past.So they had

fled together, using the time to heal, to discover each other and themselves. No one tried to

reach him, even after Gray failed to show up for his father’s funeral. They simply respected his

need to vanish.For the past nine months, the two had been traveling under false papers, but he

was under no misconception. He knew Sigma kept track of his whereabouts, both for

professional and personal reasons. The team was in many ways a family.Gray appreciated



them giving him this leeway.I’ve certainly earned it.Still, a part of him knew this entire trip was

an illusion, a momentary respite before the real world came crashing down around them again.

Lately, a vague pressure had been building, a tension whose source he couldn’t pinpoint. It

was less a sense of imminent danger than it was a feeling that they were nearing an end to this

sojourn.He knew Seichan felt it, too.She had grown moodier, less settled or satisfied. If she had

been a lion in a cage, she would have been pacing the bars. He knew one other certainty. She

wasn’t dreading this trip coming to an end—she was looking forward to it.And so am I.The

world was calling to them.Unfortunately, it didn’t wait for them to answer.A rumbling noise

intruded upon their quiet moment on the beach.Gray sat straighter, his breath quickening with

the hair-trigger training from his years with the Army Rangers. While there was no outright

threat, his body was tuned from countless tours of duty in sand-blasted deserts to monitor

every detail around him. It was an instinct drilled into his bones. Tiny muscles tightened, and

his vision sharpened, preparing himself to move at a moment’s notice.Across Kaihalulu Bay, a

trio of prop planes—Cessna Caravans from the look of them—headed toward shore. While it

wasn’t unusual for such small aircraft to be hopping between islands, it struck Gray as strange

that they seemed to be flying in a tight formation, as if the pilots had military training.“That’s not

a sightseeing group,” Seichan said. She must have noted Gray’s tension and what had drawn

his attention. “What do you think?”As the trio neared the island, the two flanking aircraft split

away to right and left. The center plane continued its trajectory straight for their cove. Gray took

in several details at once. The aircraft weren’t Cessna Caravans, but the company’s sleeker

and smoking-fast single-piston brothers, a model known as the TTx. Each of these hellcats

also carried large barrels fixed to their undercarriage.Before Gray could fathom what was

happening, a black-gray mist jetted from those tanks, streaming out under high pressure and

leaving a thick contrail in each plane’s wake. It built into a wide, dark cloudbank hanging over

the water. The strong trade winds rolled those heavy mists toward shore, toward their tiny

cove.The centermost plane continued directly at them. By the time it cruised over the seawall in

the bay, it had expended the last of its load. It continued to shore and screamed low overhead,

not slowing. Gray expected it to bank up and over the heights of Ka’uiki Head behind

them.Instead, the aircraft smashed nose-first into the forested red cliffs.The explosion

shattered trees and blasted rocks high into the air. A fireball rolled into the sky, carried aloft by

a column of oily smoke. Gray huddled with Seichan, using their beach blanket like a makeshift

shield against the rain of flaming debris and hail of pebbles and sand.Echoes of other crashes

reached him, marking the demise of the other two aircraft. Closer at hand, a large boulder

struck the water near shore, casting up a high flume.Still, Gray ignored the immediate danger

and kept his attention fixed on that wide black cloudbank rolling toward them, driven by the

prevailing trade winds.A single white-plumed egret, frightened by the crash, took wing from the

neighboring forest to the right. It fled from the smoke and fire, heading out toward the bay. Still,

it must have sensed the menace posed by that ominous cloud. Wings beat faster as it strove to

climb above it.Smart bird.It successfully crested over the mists—but not high enough. A dark

gray tendril wafted skyward, as if sensing the passing prey. The egret’s path jerked violently as

the bird brushed against that threat. Its wings flapped in a panicked beat. Its body contorted,

wringing a cry from its neck. Then it plummeted in a tight spiral toward the sea. Its body

vanished into the thick of the cloudbank.“Poison,” Seichan said matter-of-factly, recognizing the

reality of the situation.Gray wasn’t so sure of her assessment. He pictured the coil of mist

seeking out the bird. But no matter the true threat, they were in trouble.He searched right and

left. The trio of planes had left a swath of mist across the eastern shoreline, at least a mile

wide, if not more.And we’re at the center of it.As the dark fog rolled closer, a faint humming



drone rose above the crash of waves. Seichan cocked her head, plainly hearing it, too.Gray

frowned.What the hell?He squinted at the threat. As he watched, the buzzing cloud appeared

to shift and billow independently of the prevailing trade winds . . . revealing it to be a living

thing.A swarm, he realized.Taking this new detail into account, he weighed their options. Even

if they could traverse the precarious trail along the cliffs, they’d never reach cover before the

swarm swept over them. They’d be swallowed up as surely as that unlucky egret.Gray had to

accept the inevitable.They were trapped.ScoutWith a sleek body built for speed, it led the

others toward the coastline. Small wings beat frenetically at the air, but it was instinct that truly

drove it forward. Mindless to all else but what was written in its genetic code millennia ago, it

raced toward the scent of green leaf and fresh water.Purpose defined its form. It bore the

longest antennae of its brethren, splaying out at the ends with friable hairs, better to pick up the

slightest vibrations. Its faceted eyes encompassed most of its head, staring unblinking toward

their objective. While its wings might be shorter, its thorax was larger, more muscular, granting

the scout greater maneuverability and agility in the air. Behind the thorax was a smaller-than-

normal abdomen, packed with pheromone glands, but bearing no stinger, for it was no

fighter.Its short existence had one goal: to absorb sensory input. Fine hairlike sensillae covered

its entire body, making it acutely sensitive to chemical changes and temperature fluctuations.

The hairs even assisted with hearing, though large membranes stretched over a hollow cavity

on either side of its head served that function better. Additional sensillae in its mouth absorbed

odors from the air, sniffing out food or water, along with monitoring the flow of pheromones

from those around it.As it flew, it sensed those nearest neighbors, fixing their position in its

brain.It absorbed more and more information until a threshold was reached. Unable to contain

it any longer, data blasted out of its body. It transmitted to its closest neighbors, communicating

via bursts of pheromones, then further refining the information through changes in cadence of

its wings or by sawing its hind legs noisily.Information quickly flowed back to others, where it

was absorbed, shared, and spread in a growing cascade.Soon, what it knew, they all knew. But

it was rewarded for its efforts, as information flowed back to its body, molding its awareness to

a finer edge. After a time, the scout’s body was absorbing as much as it was transmitting.It

began to lose any sense of individuality.As it winged onward, the outpouring and feedback

accelerated, becoming a torrent that flooded throughout the swarm, binding it together, building

toward a perfect harmony of intent.As the swarm swept over the rolling water, the goal ahead

grew into focus. Details filled in, piece by piece, dot by dot, coming from its own sensory

apparatus and those around it. Viewed through thousands of eyes, the coastline’s image grew

clearer. A wall of rock rose from the pounding waves.The scent of leaf and rot grew stronger as

the swarm descended toward its new nesting ground. Other life roosted there already, evident

from their movements, their calls, even their breaths. But they were no threat.This certainty was

as much a part of its genetic code as its wings or antennae.With its role and purpose ending,

the scout slowed its path and began to falter. It drifted back into the swarm. Several of its

smaller brethren, spent by their duty, tumbled into the salty water.They were no longer

needed.As landfall neared, the next line of workers drew forward, filling the leading edge of the

swarm. This new caste had their own genetically driven purpose: to assess any dangers and

clear the way forward from here.One of the new workers buzzed past overhead. It was far

larger, its abdomen already menacingly curled, exposing a jagged stinger and the ripe venom

gland at its base.The duty from here fell to this new class of hunter/killers.The soldiers.4May 6,

6:34 P.M. HSTHana, Island of MauiSeichan recognized they were out of time.“Forget the

wetsuits,” she warned, tugging up the bottom half of her bikini. Her eyes remained fixed on the

swirling swarm as it swept shoreward.Gray dropped the suit he had been about to climb into.



He already had his swim trunks on. After the past weeks under the sun, his skin glowed with a

rich tan, while his ash-brown hair—unkempt and long to the collar—had bleached shades

lighter, accenting the brightness of his blue eyes. He also hadn’t shaved in a few days, leaving

the hard planes of his face roughened by shadowy stubble.His eyes flashed at her as he

hauled up a scuba tank from the sand. It was already strapped to its buoyancy vest. He hung

the gear over one shoulder, then picked up the other set.Seichan hurried toward him. She

nabbed her mask from the sand and snugged it atop her head, then took the second tank. She

hefted the equipment to her back and climbed into the vest. The weight dug into her bare

shoulders as she rushed across the red sand with Gray.Out in the bay, the swarm crested over

the seawall. The black cloud rose high, filling the breadth of the cove. The droning had grown

into a low roar. The winds carried a strange, sickly sweet scent to the beach, like lavenders

growing in filth. She tasted it now as much as smelled it.An inadvertent shudder of revulsion

shook through her.At her side, Gray flinched, ducking his head and swatting at the

air.Something struck Seichan in the upper arm. It hurt like being snapped by a rubber band.

She glanced down. A wasplike insect clung to her bicep, wings fluttering to a buzzing blur. It

was huge—as long as her thumb. Its black, glossy abdomen bore jagged stripes of angry

crimson. Momentarily shocked by the monstrosity of its size, she was slow in reacting.It stung

her before she could knock it away.The pain was immediate, like someone drove a lit match

into an open cut.Then it got worse.She gasped, dropping to a knee. Fiery agony exploded up

her arm. Muscles tore off bone—or at least it felt that way.To the side, Gray tried to stamp the

wasp into the beach with his heel. He managed to break its wings, but its hard body merely

sank into the sand. The stubborn wasp immediately scrabbled free and raced overland toward

Seichan. She lurched back, but Gray kicked it into the water before it could reach her.By now,

Seichan’s arm had gone limp and hung uselessly at her side. Still, the pain spiked higher. Tears

rolled down her cheeks. She had never experienced such agony. If she had an ax, she would

have chopped off her own limb.With trembling lips, she forced out a breath. “Gr . . . Gray . . .”He

hauled her up, tank and all. “We have to get underwater.”
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